Microsoft

Hire the right people, faster
Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Talent helps businesses
create exceptional experiences across the talent journey,
from attracting the right people with native LinkedIn
tools to onboarding, engagement, and growth.

“Dynamics 365 for Talent takes advantage of integration with LinkedIn,
and is startlingly easy to use. We were able to deploy it within 21 days, and
our teams were able to benefit immediately.”
Eric Reading
EVP, Chemonics International Inc.

Dynamics 365 for Talent helps businesses hire the right people, faster, with an
engaging candidate experience, connected interview tools, and LinkedIn integration.
It helps businesses simplify the candidate evaluation with visibility into LinkedIn profiles throughout
the hiring process and improve communication with LinkedIn InMail, assessments, intelligent interview
scheduling, mobile feedback, and offer management.

Win top talent and set them up for success
Transform talent acquisition

65% of recruiters said that a lack of
skilled candidates is their largest
obstacle to hiring.1

Find the right people with LinkedIn

61% of employees say the realities of
their job differ from expectations set
during the interview process.2

Empower hiring managers

87% of HR and business executives say
that culture is the most important to
business success.3

Build high-performance teams

Only 15% of employees are highly
engaged in their jobs.4

Reimagine the hiring experience by connecting recruiters, managers, and
interviewers to better collaborate and attract top talent. Tailor processes
with configurable stages and activities, then easily create compelling job
desciptions and post them to career sites.

Easily connect with the world’s largest talent marketplace—LinkedIn Recruiter
System Connect (RSC) allows you to seamlessly access real-time candidate
information. Recruiters and hiring managers can now save time, collaborate,
and improve talent sourcing.

Enable hiring managers to take ownership of the selection process with
talent pool tracking, visibility into candidate profiles, interviewer assignments,
simplified interview scheduling, mobile feedback, and offer management tools.

Enable recruiters and people managers to quickly screen in and shortlist
candidates with skill, personality, and culture-fit assessments. Candidate
profiles are compared to job requirements to intelligently highlight top
applicants and improve quality of hire.

Hire the right people, faster with Dynamics 365 for Talent.
Visit the Dynamics 365 for Talent website today to learn more.
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